
Fast Fourier Transforms for Wreath Products �Daniel N. RockmoreDepartment of Mathematics and Computer ScienceDartmouth CollegeHanover, NH 03755rockmore@gilligans.dartmouth.eduMarch 14, 1994AbstractIn this paper fast Fourier transform algorithms (FFT's) are constructed for wreathproducts of the form G[Sn]. Examples of interest include the hyperoctahedral groupsBn (the symmetry groups of the n-cube) as well as more generally A[Sn] for any abeliangroups A and also the full wreath products Sm[Sn] and their iterates, often identi�edas automorphism groups of spherically homogeneous rooted trees.In general, direct computation of the discrete Fourier transform for any �nite groupH requires jHj2 operations. The algorithms presented in this paper provide substantialspeed-ups for general wreath products G[Sn], which for the particular examples men-tioned above reduce the jHj2 bound to O(jHj log4 jHj). Thus new classes of �nite groupsof close to minimal linear complexity are obtained. Applications to data analysis, signalprocessing and molecular spectroscopy are discussed.1 IntroductionThe fast Fourier transform (FFT) is arguably one of the most important classes of algorithmsever developed. It is fundamental to a tremendous range of computational applications inareas ranging from signal processing to fast computer arithmetic. The books [19, 35, 36]are a few good sources for many of the relevant techniques and applications of the FFT.Group representation theory turns out to be a very useful framework for analyzing theFFT. A discrete Fourier transform (DFT) can be de�ned for any �nite group G and requiresjGj2 operations if computed directly (cf. Section 2). In this setting, the now "classical"Cooley-Tukey FFT [12] and its variants are a family of algorithms which compute the DFTfor any abelian group G in O(jGj log jGj) operations, where an operation is understood tobe a complex multiplication followed by an addition.Currently, in the context of various applications to data analysis and signal processing(cf. [9, 14] and the references therein), the problem of �nding FFT's for nonabelian groupsis being studied extensively. General techniques now exist for reducing the complexity of the�This work supported in part by ARPA as administered by the AFOSR under contract DOD F4960-93-1-0567 as well as an NSF Math Sciences Postdoctoral Fellowship.1



DFT for any �nite group [15, 11, 7] with dramatic speed-ups possible for several classes ofnonabelian groups. In particular, it is now known that many families of nonabelian groupsalso possess O(jGj log jGj) FFT's. This includes the symmetric groups [11], metabeliangroups [10, 33] and more generally, supersolvable groups [5]. Baum and Clausen's recentbook [9] is a good source for some of the recent work in this area. Other developments inthe �nite setting include new e�cient algorithms for computing on quotients [16] as well aswith sets of orthogonal polynomial [18, 30].There has also been very recent work in the setting of continuous groups. Healy andDriscoll have discovered an FFT for band-limited functions on the 2-sphere [17, 22]. Maslenhas been able to extend this to more general compact groups [29]. This work is already�nding applications in areas such as geophysics and weather modelling.In this paper FFT's are developed for �nite groups obtained as wreath products bythe symmetric group Sn (cf. Section 4). These algorithms use classical results from therepresentation theory of �nite groups as well as some of the newer algorithmic techinquesdeveloped for FFT's on Sn [15, 11]. In particular, they depend on the construction of certain"adapted bases" for the irreducible representations of these groups (Section 3.2, Theorem1). The algorithms developed here have potential applications to data analysis, molecularspectroscopy and matched �lter design. Wreath products are of interest in data analysisas the automorphism groups of nested designs. FFT's for wreath products will greatlyfacilitate the computation of the analysis of variance of data on a nested design for statisticalmodels which assume symmetry invariant covariance [1, 21]. Similarly, e�cient computationof spectral analysis for such data requires such FFT's [14]. Wreath products are also thesymmetry groups of many classes of molecules - particularly so-called "non-rigid" molecules.Here the development of the adapted bases necessary for FFT's turns out to be usefulfor e�cient computation for NMR spectroscopy [4]. Lastly, nonabelian FFT's have beenproposed as potential approximants to Karhunen-Loeve �lters [23, 24, 26]. By exhibiting anew class of nonabelian groups with close to optimal DFT algorithms, new possibilities forsignal estimation and data compression are displayed.The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 recalls the background andde�nitions relevant to construction of FFT's. The algorithms presented here depend on ause of the Mackey Subgroup Theorem which is reproved here as well (Section 2.3). Section3 recalls the representation theory of wreath products and then constructs the suitablyadapted bases for wreath products G[Sn]. These bases are building blocks for the mainresults of this paper, the FFT algorithms given in Section 4. Section 5 closes by explaining insome detail the applications of this work to data analysis as well as outlining the applicationsto molecular spectroscopy and signal processing.Acknowledgement. Special thanks to Tom Sundquist for providing a patient and helpfulsounding board during the evolution of these ideas.
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2 Preliminaries2.1 Wreath productsLet G be a group and L < Sn. Then L acts on Gn by translation, de�ned asa�(j) = a(��1(j))for a 2 Gn and � 2 L.Thewreath product of Gwith L, denoted asG[L] is the setGn�L with multiplicationgiven by [a; �] � [b; �] = [a � b�; ��]:Let e denote the identity in Gn. The groups Gn and L are identi�ed with the subgroupsf[a; 1] j a 2 Gng and f[e; �] j � 2 Lg respectively. It is easy to check that Gn is a normalsubgroup of G[L] so that G[L] is a semidirect product of Gn by L, denoted as Gn o L.Let Sn�1�S1 < Sn denote the subgroup of permutations which �x n. Then of particularimportance will be the subgroup G[L \ Sn�1 � S1] < G[L]. Denote by Gi the copy of G inthe ith coordinate of Gn < G[L], then G[L\Sn�1�S1] may be identi�ed with the subgroupG[L\ Sn�1]�Gn < G[L]. 1 Thus gives the partial tower of subgroupsG[L] > G[L \ Sn�1]� G > G[L\ Sn�1]:For a thorough treatment of their combinatorial structure and generalizations of thewreath product construction see Wells' paper [37] as well as Kerber's monographs [27].2.2 DFT's and FFT'sThere are several equivalent de�nitions of the discrete Fourier transform for a �nite group [9,7, 15]. The following is the most convenient for this paper. Recall that the dual ofG, denotedĜ is the collection of equivalence classes of irreducible complex matrix representations of G.Thus, a traversal of Ĝ is a complete set of inequivalent irreducible matrix representations.De�nition 1 Let G be a �nite group, and let L(G) denote the jGj-dimensional complexvector space of functions de�ned on G. If � is a matrix representation G then the Fouriertransform of f at �, denoted f̂(�) is the matrix sum,f̂(�) = Xs2G f(s)�(s):Let R be a traversal of Ĝ (ie. R is a complete set of inequivalent complex irreduciblematrix representations of G). The Discrete Fourier Transform (with respect to R), denotedDFTR(f) is the collection of individual Fourier transformsDFTR(f) = ff̂(�)j� 2 Rg:1Note that G[L \ Sn�1] is a subgroup of the wreath product G[Sn�1], which is naturally identi�ed withthe subgroup of G[Sn] under the identi�cation of Sn�1 < Sn with the subgroup of elements �xing n. Thecontext should make the various distinctions clear. 3



For a traversal R of Ĝ let T (G;R) denote the minimum number of operations (de�nedto be a complex multiplication followed by an addition) needed to compute DFTR(f) via astraight-line program for an arbitrary f 2 L(G). Similarly, letT (G) = minRfT (G;R)g:Remark 1. Another common interpretation of the DFT is as a change of basis forL(G), from the basis of point masses on G, to a basis of matrix coe�cients spanning Ĝ.When this approach is adopted, the complexity of the DFT can be measured as the c-linear complexity of the DFT matrix [6]. The c-linear complexity of a group G,is de�ned to be the minimum c-linear complexity of any DFT matrix for G. The resultsstated here can all be translated into statements about the 2-linear complexity of wreathproducts. Thus Theorem 3 of this paper show that wreath products by symmetric groupshave O(jGj log4 jGj) 2-linear complexity.Fast Fourier transforms (FFT's) are algorithms for computing the DFT e�ciently. Oneof the most common techniques for constructing such algorithms is through the use of(subgroup)-adapted bases.De�nition 2 Let H < G, be a subgroup. Let S = f�1; : : : ; �lg and R = f�1; : : : ; �hg besets of matrix representations for H and G respectively. Then (G;R) is said to be (H;S)-adapted, or R is said to be S-adapted, if for all i = 1; : : : ; h and y 2 H,�i(y) = �i1(y)� � � � � �im(y)for some �ij 2 S. If the representations �i : G �! GL(Vi) and bases eij of Vi give rise tothe S-adapted representations, then the bases are also said to be S-adapted.Remark 2. In particular, when R and S are traversals for Ĝ and Ĥ respectively, thenadaptability is a key to the construction of FFT's for G. Choose coset representativesfs1; : : : ; smg for G=H . Let f 2 L(G). For each i = 1; : : : ; m de�ne functions fi 2 L(H) byfi(h) = f(sih). Compute DFTS(fi) for each i. Thus, given � 2 R as in (1), the Fouriertransform f̂(�) can be computed asf̂(�) = mXi=1 �(si)0BBB@ f̂i(�1) 0 � � � 00 f̂i(�2) � � � 0... ... . . . ...0 0 � � � f̂i(�k)1CCCA : (1)So, with the notation de�ned in De�nition 1, a recurrence is obtained,T (G;R) = jGjjH jT (H;S) + Xi=1;:::;m�2R M(�(si)) (2)where M(�(si)) is the number of operations needed to multiply �(si) against the blockdiagonal matrix in (1).The recurrence (2), presented in [15] and [11], demonstrates the usefulness of adaptedbases for constructing FFT's. The natural generalization of this approach is the notion of4



a tower-adapted basis (cf. [6], Chapter 7) in which traversals are determined for eachsubgroup within a tower of subgroupsG = G0 > G1 > � � � > Gk = f1gsuch that traversals are successively adapted. This allows for a recursive application of therecurrence (2), permitting the construction of very e�cient FFT's. This technique has beenthe key to some of the FFT's developed for Sn [15, 11] as well as for supersolvable groups[5]. For computational purposes, strict subgroup-adaptability is not required. In particular,if a restricted representation di�ers from a direct sum only by a reordering of basis vectors,the complexity remains essentially unchanged. For this reason the following de�ntion isuseful.De�nition 3 Let all notation be as in De�nition 2. If for each �i 2 R, there exists apermutation matrix Xi such that for all y 2 H,�i(y) = Xi (�i1(y)� � � � � �im(y))X�1ifor some �ij 2 S then R is said to be essentially S-adapted.The FFT's for wreath products which are constructed in this paper use in part bothFFT's for the symmetric group, as well as FFT's for direct products. For the latter, Remark2 indicates one method for obtaining e�cient DFT's for direct products. For the results ofSection 4 it is useful to recall this approach (cf. [7], Satz 5.8).If A and B are �nite groups with traversals A and B for bA and bB respectively, then atraversal for A�B is obtained using the setA
 B = f�
 � j � 2 A; � 2 Bg: (3)Thus, if � : A �! GL(V ) and � : B �! GL(W ) with ordered bases v1; : : : ; vm andw1; : : : ; wp for V and W respectively, then �
� : A�B �! GL(V 
W ) with ordered basisv1 
 w1; v1 
 w2; : : : ; v1 
 wp;: : : ;vm 
 w1; v1 
 w2; : : : ; vm 
 wp: (4)Proposition 1 Let A;B be �nite groups with traversals A;B of bA and bB respectively.(i) T (A�B;A
 B) � jAjT (B;B) + jBjT (A;A):(ii) Let A0 < A and B0 < B with traversals A0 and B0 of bA0 and bB0 respectively, suchthat A is A0-adapted and B is B0-adapted. Then A 
 B is A0 
 B-adapted and essentiallyA
 B0-adapted. 5



2.3 Induced representations and the Mackey Subgroup TheoremIf G is a group and H < G is a subgroup then representations of G can be constructed fromrepresentations of H by induction. This technique is of particular relevance for this paper,as all irreducible representations of wreath products are obtained as induced representations(cf. Section 3). There are many equivalent de�nitions of induced representations. For thepurposes of this paper, the following one is the most convenient.De�nition 4 Let � : H �! GL(W ) be a representation of G in a complex vector space W .Thus there is an action of the group algebra CH on W de�ned by�Xh2H ahh�w = Xh2H(ah�(h)w):De�ne the new vector space IndGH(W ) = CG 
CH W: (5)Then G acts on IndGH(W ) by translation, s(g
w) = sg
w: This action of G on IndGH(W ) isthe representation of G induced by � and is denoted as � " G. Dually, the restrictionof a representation � : G �! GL(V ) de�nes a representation of a subgroup H. In this case,the representation is denoted as � # H and the vector space ResGH(V ) = V .One or both of the G-superscript or H-subscript may be omitted when the context makesthem unnecessary.Fix a set of right coset representatives fs1 = 1; s2; : : : ; smg forG=H and basis fw1; : : : ; wlgforW . Since the induced representation is de�ned as a tensor product over CH , the elementss1 
 w1; : : : ; s1 
 wl; : : : ; sm 
 w1; : : : ; sm 
 wlde�ne an ordered basis for Ind(W ).De�nition 5 Let all notation be as above. Then the ordered basis for Ind(W ) given bys1 
 w1; : : : ; s1 
 wl; : : : ; sm 
 w1; : : : ; sm 
 wlwill be called the standard basis for Ind(W ) (with respect to si and wj).To show that the representations constructed in Section 3 are suitably adapted, much usewill be made of the Mackey Subgroup Theorem which relates induction and restriction.Statement of this result requires a little notation. If d 2 G and H < G is a subgroup thenlet Hd denote the conjugate subgroup dHd�1. If � is a representation of H in GL(W ), thenlet �d denote the representation of Hd in GL(W d), where W d = W and the action of Hdon W d is given by �d(x) = �(d�1xd): (6)Theorem (Mackey Subgroup Theorem, cf. [34], p. 58) Let � : H �! GL(W ) be arepresentation of H < G and let K < G be another, possibly di�erent, subgroup of G. Then(� " G) # K � �d(�d # (Hd \K)) " K (7)6



where the direct sum is over a complete set of double coset representatives for KnG=H and� denotes equivalence of representations.Proof: The goal here is to decompose the action of K on the space Ind(W ). Writing anyelement of Ind(W ) as a sum of elements of the form si 
 w for coset representatives si ofG=H , a simple proof relies upon a judicious choice of coset representatives. For this considerthe partitioning of the right cosets G=H under the action of K by translation. Note that fork 2 K, kdH = dH if and only if k 2 Hd \K. Consequently, if right coset representativesft(d)i j i = 1; : : : ; ndg are chosen for K=Hd \K, then the coset representatives for G=H inthe orbit of the coset dH are given by the set ft(d)i d j i = 1; : : : ; ndg. Equivalently, these arethe cosets of G=H whose disjoint union makes up the double coset KdH .Consequently, a complete set of coset representatives for G=H is given by the setft(d)i d j d 2 KnG=H ; i = 1; : : : ; ndg:Thus, Ind(W ) has a direct sum decomposition into K-invariant subspaces asInd(W ) = �d2KnG=HWdwhere Wd = spanCft(d)i d
 w j i = 1; : : : ; nd w 2 Wg: (8)All that remains is to determine the action of K on Wd. For this, consider the mapT :Wd �! IndKK\Hd(ResHdK\Hd(Wd)) determined byt(d)i d
 w 7! t(d)i 
 w:Recall that the tensor product on the lefthand side of (8) is over CH , while the righthand sideis over CK \Hd. Note further that the action on w on the righthand side is via translationafter conjugation by d. It is then straightforward to check that T is a K-isomorphism. Thiscompletes the proof. �For computational purposes it is instructive to restate the Mackey Subgroup Theorem fora particular choice of basis. Suppose that w1; : : : ; wl is an ordered basis forW . Furthermore,let d1(= 1); : : : ; dm be a �xed set of double coset representatives for KnG=H and lett(j)1 djHa � � �a t(j)nj djH = KdjH:Then consider the ordered basis for Ind(W ) given byt(1)1 d1 
 w1; : : : ; t(1)1 d1 
 wl; : : : ; t(1)n1 d1 
 w1; : : : ; t(1)n1 d1 
 wl; : : : ;� � � ;t(m)1 dm 
 w1; : : : ; t(m)1 dm 
 wl; : : : t(m)nm dm 
 w1; : : : ; t(m)nm dm 
 wl: (9)Then (in the notation of (8))Wdj is isomorphic to the nj �l-dimensional subspace spannedby t(j)1 dj 
w1; : : : ; t(j)nj dj 
wl: The ordered basis w1; : : : ; wl determines an ordered basis foreach W dj (cf. (6)) and therefore in the basis (9),(� " G) # K = ��(d1) # (Hd1 \K)� " K � � � � � ��(dm) # (Hdm \K)� " K (10)7



where each induced representation on the righthand side of 10 is given with respect to thestandard basis determined by t(j)i and wk (cf. De�nition 5).Thus, the Mackey Subgroup Theorem shows that if the coset representatives for G=Hare chosen in a compatible fashion with those of K=K \ Hd for the set of double cosetrepresentatives d 2 KnG=H (in the sense of the proof), then for each k 2 K, (� " G) (k) willbe block diagonal, with blocks given by representations equal to the induced representations(�d # (Hd \K)) " K:Consider further the case in which �d # Hd\K is itself reducible. To simplify notation,assume the general situation in which G > K > L and � is a matrix representation of Kand � # L = �1 � � � � � �a. The representations �i are not necessarily irreducible. Since therestriction is equal to the direct sum, this means that the basis for the representation � isgiven by an ordered set of vectors,e11; : : : ; e1b1 ; : : : ; ea1; : : : ; eabawhere each subset ej1; : : : ; ejbj spans the L-invariant subspace for �j . It is an elementary factthat (� # L) " G � �1 " G� � � � � �a " G: (11)In particular, notice that if computed with respect to the standard basis for the inducedrepresentation (cf. De�nition 5) this equivalence does not become an equality. In this basisthe lefthand side of (11) is s1 
 e11; : : : ; s1 
 e1b1 ; : : : ; s1 
 eaba ;� � �sm 
 e11; : : : ; sm 
 e1b1 ; : : : ; sm 
 eabawhile the righthand side of (11) is instead the ordered basiss1 
 e11; : : : ; s1 
 e1b1 ;� � � ;sm 
 e11; : : : ; sm 
 e1b1 ;� � �s1 
 ea1; : : : ; s1 
 eaba ;� � �sm 
 ea1; : : : ; sm 
 eaba :Thus, the change of basis required is a permutation matrix, which may be computed directlyfrom the above equations. More explicitly, it is clear that the basis vectors occur in blocksindexed by the pairs (j; k) with j = 1; : : : ; m and k = 1; : : : ; a. The (j; k) block then itselfcontains bk objects. The pairs (j; k) are then in 1:1 ordered correspondence with the integers1; : : : ; m � a by (j; k) 7! (j � 1)a + k. Under this correspondence, on blocks, the requiredpermutation � is given by sending (j � 1)a + k 7! (k � 1)m + j and then acting as theidentity within blocks.This discussion is summarized in the following Proposition.Proposition 2 Let G > K > L and let � be a representation of K such that � # L =�1�� � ���a. Then � is essentially f�1; : : : ; �ag-adapted with implied permutation matrix X�constructed as above. Note that X� depends only on the dimensions of the �i, � and [G : L].8



3 Adapted representations for wreath products G[Sn]The FFT's for wreath products developed here depend on the construction of irreduciblerepresentations of G[Sn] adapted for the subgroup towerG[Sn] > G� G[Sn�1] > � � �> G[Sn�1] > � � � :Assuming for now that the representations of G[Sn] are all constructed as inducedrepresentations (cf. Section 3.1), then potentially, the Mackey Subgroup Theorem presents apossibility for construction of adapted representations, as equation (5) shows that restrictionto G� G[Sn�1] is itself a direct sum of induced representations. In fact as will be shown,this is precisely the case (cf. Section 3.2).While the results proved here are primarily for wreath products by the full symmetricgroup, under suitable hypotheses they can be applied to more general wreath products (cf.Section 3.3).3.1 Representation theory of wreath productsIn this section, the representation theory of wreath products G[Sn] is summarized quickly.For a full account, Kerber's two volumes of lecture notes [27] are a complete and accessiblesource.Let G be a �nite group with r1; : : : ; rh a traversal of Ĝ with ri : G �! GL(Vi). Let �be any weak composition of n of exactly h parts, so that � = (�1; : : : ; �h) where �i � 0and Pi �i = n. This is denoted as � j= n and � is said to have length h, denoted l(�) = h.De�ne the content of �, denoted c(�) to be the subcomposition consisting of only thenonzero parts of �. Thus, if 1 � j1 < � � � < jm � h are the indices of the nonzero parts of�, then c(�) = (�j1 ; : : : ; �jm).If c(�) = (�j1 ; : : : ; �jm), then de�ner� = r
�j1j1 
 � � � 
 r
�jmjm :Then r� is an irreducible representation of Gn in V � = V 
�j1j1 
 � � � 
 V 
�jmjm .The irreducible representations of G[Sn] are constructed by applying Cli�ord theory,which uses the action of G[Sn] by conjugation on the representations of the normal subgroupGn /G[Sn] (cf. [13]). Under this action the representations of Gn are partitioned into orbitsfor which a complete set of representatives are given by the representations r� as � runs overall weak compositions of n with h parts. The stabilizer of r� in Sn is the Young subgroupS� = S�j1 � � � � � S�jmof permutations which permute the �rst �j1 indices among themselves, the next �j2 amongthemselves and so on.Notice that S� operates naturally on V � by permuting components of the multitensorwithin tensor products of equal vector spaces,�(v1 
 � � � 
 vn) = v��1(1) 
 � � � 
 v��1(n):9



This action allows for the representation r� to be extended in a well de�ned manner toG[S�], which is still denoted by r�, byr� ([f ; �]) = r�(f) �v��1(1) 
 � � � 
 v��1(n)� : (12)In order to complete the description of the irreducible representations of G[Sn] it isnecessary to recall the representation theory of the symmetric group. The irreducible rep-resentations of Sn are indexed by partitions of n. Partitions are distinct from compositionsin that all parts are strictly positive and are listed in weakly decreasing order. If � is apartition of n, denoted � ` n, then let �� denote the associated irreducible representationof Sn. James' monograph [25] gives a very readable account of the theory.Keeping the above notation, let � = (�(1); : : : ; �(m)) denote a vector of partitions with�(i) ` �ji . Then �� = ��(1) 
 � � � 
 ��(m) ;will denote this irreducible representation of S�.The irreducible representation �� extends trivially to an irreducible representation ofG[S�], (still denoted as ��) by �� ([f ; �]) = ��(�): (13)The representations r� 
 �� de�ned byr� 
 �� ([f ; �]) = r� ([f ; �])
 ��(�)are irreducible representations of G[S�].Theorem (cf. [27], Vol I, Ch. 2.) The collection of induced representationsn(r� 
 ��) " G[Sn] ��� � j= n; l(�) = h; c(�) = (�j1 ; : : : ; �jm); � = (�(1); : : : ; �(m)); �(i) ` �jioare a complete set of irreducible representations of G[Sn].Remark 3. Babai and R�onyai have shown that a traversal for Ĝ can always be constructedin deterministic polynomial time [3]. In the special case of Sn, highly e�cient algorithmsexist to construct particular sets of representations, Young's orthogonal form or seminormalform, which are used in the algorithms described in the coming sections. For example, closedform expressions exist for representations at the pairwise adjacent transpositions and fromthese all necessary representations of Sn may be obtained [25]. Thus, using the standardbasis for the induced representation (cf. De�nition 5) the necessary input for the wreathproduct FFT's can be constructed e�ciently.3.2 Adapted bases for wreath products by SnThe Mackey Subgroup Theorem shows the way to producing G�G[Sn�1]-adapted bases forthe irreducible representations of G[Sn]. It turns out that constructing these bases dependsprimarily on two things.(a) A traversal for Sn which is Sn�1-adapted.(b) A \good" choice of double coset representatives for G[Sn�1]� GnG[Sn]=G[S�].10



To satisfy (a) it is well known that the irreducible representations of Sn, in Young'sorthogonal (resp. seminormal) form are Sn�1-adapted for Young's orthogonal (resp. semi-normal) form for Sn�1.For (b), let the c(�) = (�j1 ; : : : ; �jm). For i = 1; : : : ; m de�ne @i(�) j= n � 1 by@i(�)k = ( �k if k 6= ji�k � 1 if k = ji (14)and extend this de�nition to S� by de�ning@iS� = S@i�: (15)Proposition 3 Let � j= n with the ji as above.(i) Double coset representatives for G�G[Sn�1]nG[Sn]=G[S�] are given by the elementsf(1); (n n�1 � � � n��jm); : : : ; (n n � 1 � � �n��jm��jm�1� � � � ��j2)g (16)viewed in the natural way as elements of G[Sn].(ii) Furthermore, for i = 1; : : : ; m,@iS� = Sn�1 \ Sdi�where dm = (1) and for 1 � i < m, di = (n n� 1 � � �n��jm� � � � ��ji+1).Proof: To prove (i), �rst note that it is enough to �nd double coset representatives forSn�1nSn=S�. Any such set of representatives, viewed as elements of G[Sn] will comprise aset of representatives for G[Sn�1]�GnG[Sn]=G[S�].For this, it is useful (and equivalent) to instead consider the decomposition of the cosetsSn�1nSn under the action of S� bySn�1x y7! Sn�1xyfor y 2 S�. The set f(1); (n n� 1); : : :(n n � 1 : : :1)g (17)is a set of coset representatives for Sn�1nSn. Consequently, the coset representatives com-prising Sn�1(n : : : i)S� are given by (n : : : i)y where y are coset representatives forS�=S� \ (n : : : i)�1Sn�1(n : : : i) = S�=@lS�where i 2 f�j1 + � � �+ �jl�1 + 1; : : : ; �j1 + � � �+ �jlg. Under this correspondence it is easyto check that the coset representatives (17) partition into orbits with representatives givenby (16).Proof of (ii) requires a simple calculation. �11



Remark 4. Proposition 3 indicates a recursive method for generating the cosets of Sn=S�which are compatible with the double coset decomposition Sn�1nSn=S�.For fd1; : : : ; dmg = Sn�1nSn=S�;de�ned by dk = ( (1) for k = m(n : : :n � �jm � � � � � �jk+1) for 1 � k < m; (18)the coset representatives of Sn=S� whose cosets comprise the double coset Sn�1diS� arecomputed as the collection of products ydi where the elements y run over coset representa-tives of Sn�1=(Sn�1T diS�d�1i ), which by Proposition 3 is the set of coset representatives forSn�1=@iS�, thereby \reducing" the problem to one for Sn�1. To illustrate this constructionwith an example, conside the problem of �nding compatible coset reps for S4=S2 � S2.Following the proof of Proposition 3, representatives for S3nS4=S2 � S2 are given by(1) and (432):Consequently, coset representatives for S4=S2 � S2 are given by the setsfy(1) j y 2 S3=S2 � S1gandfy(432) j y 2 S3=S1 � S2gsince S2 � S1 = S3 \ (S2 � S2) and S1 � S2 = S3 \ �(432) (S2 � S2) (432)�1�. Proceedingrecursively, coset representatives for S3=S2� S1 and S3=S1� S2 are chosen by determiningthe representatives for S2nS3=S2 � S1 and S2nS3=S1 � S2 respectively. Again followingProposition 3, f(1); (321)g= S2nS3=S2 � S1and f(1); (32)g= S2nS3=S1 � S2respectively.The coset representatives S2=S1 � S1 = S2 = f(1); (12)g and S2=S2 = f(1)g, are com-pletely determined. Thus,f(1)(1); (1)(321); (12)(321)g= S3=S2 � S1and f(1)(1); (12)(1); (1)(32)g= S3=S1 � S2:So that �nally,S4=S2 � S2 = f(1)(1)(1); (1)(321)(1); (12)(321)(1); (1)(1)(432); (12)(1)(432); (1)(32)(432)g= f(1); (321); (12)(321); (432); (12)(432); (32)(432)g :This sort of decomposition is neatly encoded as a tree (Figure 1). As is clear, pathsfrom the root to any leaf correspond to a unique coset representative.12
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( 1 )( 1 ) ( 4 3 2)( 1 ) ( 1 )( 1 ) ( 1 ) ( 1 ) ( 1 )( 1 2 )( 3 2 1) ( 3 2 )( 1 2 )Figure 1: Tree representation of coset construction for S4=S2 � S2.To construct the appropriate subgroup adapted bases the following conventions will befollowed.Convention 1: Coset representatives for G[Sn]=G[S�] are chosen to be in Sn < G[Sn]and compatible with the double coset representatives for G[Sn�1]�GnG[Sn]=G[S�] as indi-cated by Proposition 3.Convention 2: All representations of S� are given as tensor products of matrices inYoung's orthogonal form.Convention 3: Induced representations are computed in the standard basis (cf. De�-nition 4) with respect to the coset representatives described in Convention 1 and the basesfor the appropriate tensor products (cf. (4)).With these conventions, the following theorem is easily proved.Theorem 1 Let R denote a traversal for G and all notation be as above. For each � j= n,l(�) = h, c(�) = (�j1 ; : : : ; �jm) and � = (�(1); : : : ; �(m)) with �(i) ` �ji let the irreduciblematrix representations r� 
 �� " G[Sn] be constructed according to Conventions (1)-(3).Denote this traversal of dG[Sn] as Qn. Then (G[Sn];Qn) is essentially (G[Sn]�G;Qn�1
R)-adapted.Proof: Up to a reindexing of the representations of G, it is enough to consider only thecase in which c(�) = (�1; : : : ; �m). Then let� = r� 
 ��= r�11 
 � � �r�kk 
 � � �r�mm 
 ��(1) 
 � � ���(m):By the choice of coset representatives for each of these induced representations, the proofsimply amounts to showing that for each double coset representative d ofG[Sn�1]�GnG[Sn]=G[S�] (chosen according to Proposition 3), the matrix representations�d # G[S�]d \ G[Sn�1]� G are suitably adapted. That is, it is enough to show that these13



restrictions decompose into a direct sum of the appropriate form which is then induced upto G[Sn�1]� G.With dk de�ned as in (18)G[S�]dk \ (G[Sn�1]�G) = G[@kS�]� G= G[S�1 � � � � � S�k�1 � � � � � S�m ]�G :It is now straightforward to check that�dk # G[S�]dk \ (G[Sn�1]� G) =r�11 
 � � �r�k�1k 
 � � �r�mm 
 ��(1) 
 � � � (��(j) # S�k�1)
 � � ���(m) 
 rk:Since ��(k) is S�k�1 adapted, �dk is essentially adapted for (G[S�]dk\G[Sn�1]�G;Q@k�
R) where Q@k� denotes the irreducibles for G[S�]dk \ G[Sn�1] given by r@k� 
 ��. Thus,applying the Mackey Subgroup Theorem and Proposition 1, Theorem 1 is proved. �Corollary 1 Let the notation be as above and let H < G be a subgroup. If the ri arechosen so that they are essentially H-adapted for some traversal of Ĥ, then the irreduciblerepresentations r� 
 �� " G[Sn] will be essentially G[Sn�1]�H-adapted as well.Proof: Applying Theorem 1 and Proposition 2 yields this result.3.3 Extension to general wreath productsThe irreducible representations of an arbitrary wreath products G[L] for L < Sn are con-structed almost exactly as those for G[Sn]. Keeping the notation of the previous sections,then for � j= n, de�ne L� = L \ S�. If � is any irreducible representation of L�, then asin (12) and (13) the representations r� and � extend to representations of G[L�]. Cli�ordtheory implies that the induced representationr� 
 � "G[L]G[L�]is irreducible.Theorem 2 ([27], Vol. I, Theorem 5.20) Let all notation be as above. Then the set ofirreducible representations fr� 
 � " G[L] j � j= n; � 2 cL�gis a complete set of inequivalent irreducible representations of G[L].Thus, construction of the irreducible representations for G[L] is exactly analogous to theparticular case of G[Sn]. Consequently, it is natural to attempt to mimic the construction ofTheorem 1 to form G[L\Sn�1]�G-adapted bases. It is clear that all that is necessary is thatfor each double coset representative d of G[L\ Sn�1]�GnG[L]=G[L�], the representations(r� 
 �)d # G[L�] \G[L\ Sn�1]�Gis adapted. While such bases always exist, their construction may be di�cult. Success intheir construction would then pave the way to FFT's as obtained in Section 4. Note thatin the case in which L is abelian, then this is the situation of an abelian extension and themethods of [33] can be used to obtain adapted bases as well as FFT's.14



4 FFT's for wreath productsThe complexity results presented here depend mainly on careful use of the structure of thematrices of the induced representations in their standard bases (cf. De�nition 5) as well asvarious properties of Young's orthogonal form.If � is a representation of H < G, of dimension d�, then in the standard basis, for everys 2 G, (� " G)(s) is block monomial with d� � d� blocks. Consequently, multiplication of(� " G)(s) �M for any jGjjHjd�� jGjjHjd� complex matrix M requires at most � jGjjHj�2 multiplica-tions of d� � d� matrices. If these blocks have additional structure, then more savings canbe obtained.4.1 General resultsUsing the adapted bases constructed in Section 3.2, FFT's for G[Sn] can now be obtained.Theorem 3 Recall the notation of equation (2) and De�nitions 1 and 2. Let G be a�nite group with h inequivalent irreducible representations. Fix a traversal R for Ĝ. LetQn denote the traversal for dG[Sn] constructed in according to Theorem 1. Let R
 Qn�1denote the traversal for d(G[Sn�1]� G) given tensoring the matrices of R and Qn�1. LetT (n) = T (G[Sn];Qn) Then the the recurrenceT (n) � hn T (G;R)� j G[Sn�1] ji+ hn T (n�1)� j G ji+ hn32h� j G[Sn] ji (19)holds.Proof: Let ri 2 R be of dimension di. Then for any s 2 G[Sn], r� 
 �� " G[Sn](s) is a� n�1:::�h� � � n�1:::�h� block monomial matrix with d�d� � d�d� blocks where d� = d�11 � � �d�hhand d� = d�(i) � � �d�(h)Fix coset representatives si = (n : : :n� i+1) for G[Sn]=G[Sn�1]�G. Following Remark2, since the bases being used are (up to conjugation by a permutation matrix) G[Sn�1] �G-adapted, the �rst step in computing DFTQ(f) is to compute for each i = 1; : : : ; n,DFTR
Qn�1(fi) for fi 2 L(G[Sn�1]�G) de�ned by fi(h) = f(sih). By applying Proposition1 to G[Sn�1]�G, the �rst two terms of (19) are obtained.Having computed each of DFT (fi), all that is left is to compute the summationsXi r� 
 �� " G[Sn](si) � bfi�(r� 
 �� " G[Sn]) # G[Sn�1]�G�: (20)To compute (20) e�ciently, two observations are crucial. First, note that since the cosetrepresentatives for G[Sn]=G[S�] are chosen to be in Sn < G[Sn], each nonzero block ofr� 
 �� " G[Sn](si) will be of the form r� 
 ��(�) for some � 2 S�. Consequently, theseblocks will evaluate to matrices of of the form Id� 
 ��(�) where Id� denotes the d� � d�identity matrix.Second, �� is a tensor product of matrices in Young's orthogonal form. Now recall thatfor any partition � `m, the matrices ��(jj + 1) for 1 � j � m� 1 are sparse with at most15



2d� nonzero entries (eg. [25]). Thus, any ��(�) for any � 2 Sm can be written as a productof at most m2 such sparse matrices. Consequently,��(�) = ��(1)(�1)
 � � � 
 ��(h)(�h) (21)will be a product of at most n2 sparse matrices, each with at most 2hd� nonzero entries.So that �nally, each matrix r�
��(�) will be a product of at most n2 sparse matrices eachwith at most 2hd�d� nonzero entries.Thus, any individual block multiplication in (20) can be performed in at most n22h(d�d�)2operations. Doing this for each block gives an upper bound of at most � n�1:::�h�2n22h(d�d�)2operations for each product in (20). Summing over all allowable � and � givesn X�j=nl(�)=h X�(i)`�i n22h n�1 : : :�h!2(d�d�)2 = 2hn3(n!) X�j=nl(�)=h  n�1 : : :�h!2d2�= 2hn3(n!)(d2�1 + � � �+ d2�h)n= 2hn3jG[Sn]j: �Iterating Theorem 2 yields the following corollary.Corollary 2 With the notation of Theorem 2,T (n) � jG[Sn] j ��T (G)jGj � n(n+ 1)2 + 2hn2(n+ 1)24 + 1�In particular, since T (G) � jGj2,T (n) � jG[Sn] j ��jGj � n(n+ 1)2 + 2hn2(n+ 1)24 + 1�:4.2 FFT's for wreath products of abelian groups and symmetric groupsThe cases of wreath products by abelian or symmetric groups are of great interest for theiruses in applications to chemistry and statistics. As much is known regarding the linearcomplexity of these groups, Theorem 2 simpli�es.The Cooley-Tukey algorithm [12] and its variants show that T (A) = O(jAj log jAj) forany abelian group A. Clausen's work [11] shows that T (Sm) = O(jSmj log3 jSmj). Soapplying Corollary 2 to the more general setting T (G) = O(jGj logc jGj) and simplifyinggives the following result.Theorem 4 Let G be such that T (G) = O(jGj logc jGj). Let T (n) denote the number ofoperations needed to compute the DFT for an arbitrary function f 2 L(G[Sn]) using thebases constructed by Theorem 1.T (n) � O(j G[Sn] j � logb j G[Sn] j) (22)where b = maxf4; cg: In particular, for G = Sm or G abelian, (11) holds for b = 4.16



It is clear that these techinques can be applied to iterated wreath products, for whichanalogous results would be obtained. These iterated wreath products are of great interestas the automorphism groups of nested designs and spherically homogeneous rooted trees(rooted trees with constant branching at each level).Corollary 3 Let G be the automorphism group of a spherically homogeneous tree (cf. Sec-tion 5.1). Then T (G) � O(jGj log4 jGj):4.3 Fast Fourier inversion and convolutionGiven the DFTR(f), the function f 2 L(G) may be recovered via the Fourier inversionformula, f(s) = 1jGj X�2R trace�f̂ (�)�(s�1)�: (23)E�cient computation of the inverse Fourier transform is the recovery of the values of ffrom the initial data of DFTR(f) and the R.Following Remark 1, the FFT may be viewed as an e�cient change of basis algorithm,and in particular a straight-line program for the task. (It is not too hard to see that the FFTexplained in Theorem 2 can be written as a matrix factorization, if the FFT chosen for Gis described as such.) As the matrix which computes the inverse transform is e�ectively the\transpose" of the DFT, (cf. [6], Theorem 1), the complexity of a fast inversion performedby transposing the FFT is of the same order ([8], [6], Theorem 3). This is recorded in thefollowing Theorem.Theorem 5 The bounds stated in Theorems 2 and 3, also give upper bounds on the com-plexity of computing the inverse Fourier transform in the various cases.A di�erent constructive approach to the computation of Fourier inversion may be foundin [32]. Application of the methods explained there in concert with the sparse factorizationof the representations at the coset representatives will yield a similar complexity result.Fast forward and inverse transforms imply the existence of a fast convolution algorithmas well [11, 15]. That is, recall that for functions f; f 0 2 L(G), the convolution of f andf 0, denoted f ? f 0 is de�ned as f ? f 0(s) = Xt2G f(st�1)f 0(t): (24)It is easy to check that the Fourier transform turns convolution into (matrix) multiplication,df ? f 0(�) = f̂(�) � bf 0(�): (25)Consequently, to compute DFT (f ? f 0), �rst compute DFT (f) and DFT (f 0). Computethe set of matrix products f̂(�) � f̂ 0(�) for all irreducible matrix representations �. Finallyperform the fast inversion on the set of products to recover the convolved function. Thus,for convolution of functions in L(G[Sn]), the following complexity estimate is obtained.17



Theorem 6 Convolution of arbitrary functions in L(G[Sn]) can be computed in at mostO(j G[Sn] j ��jGj � n(n + 1)2 + 2hn2(n+ 1)24 + 1�+ X�1+���+�h=n�(i)`�i   n�1 : : :�h!d�d�!3)operations.5 ApplicationsAs mentioned, the techniques described here have potential application to data analysis,molecular spectroscopy as well as various aspects of signal processing. These possibilitiesderive from the use of the subgroup adapted bases constructed in Section 3. The followingsection sketches these applications and gives pointers to the relevant literature for a morethorough treatment.5.1 Computational methods for nested designsThe applications to data analysis come from the necessity of �nding e�cient algorithmsto compute projections for data on homogeneous spaces for iterated wreath products, forwhich nested designs comprise a large class of examples.From a graph theoretic point of view, nested designs may be described as sphericallyhomogeneous trees, which are rooted trees with constant branching at a �xed distancefrom the root. If the tree has height n and is such that all nodes at distance k from theroot having mk descendants, then the tree is said to have type m = (m1; : : : ; mn) and isdenoted as Xm. ZZZZZZZZSSSSCCCC��������SSSSCCCC�������� ��������SSSSCCCC�������� Figure 2. The spherically homogeneous tree of type (3,4), X(3;4).The automorphism group of Xm, denote as Gm is an iterated wreath product. Moreprecisely, if G(m2;:::;mn) is the automorphism group of X(m2;:::;mn), thenG(m1;m2;:::;mn) = G(m2;:::;mn)[Sm1 ]:Statisticians are familiar with the objects Xm as nested designs. To give an explicitexample, consider the tree X(k;m) with automorphism group Sm[Sk]. Each of the k nodes atdistance 1 from the root correspond to a block containingm plots (in natural correspondencewith the children of these nodes). The relevant statistical automorphism group allowspermutations by blocks followed by any permutation within a block (cf. [1, 31]), so is18



precisely Sm[Sk]. Repeated nesting in turn is equivalent to further branching of the treewith corresponding wreath product as symmetry group. For a fuller description of thestatistical motivation for these designs see [31].Let L(Xm) denote the vector space of complex-valued functions on the leaves of Xm.Thus, for m = (m1; : : : ; mn), L(Xm) has dimension m1 � � �mn. Data on Xm is naturallyviewed as an element of L(Xm). Various subspaces of L(Xm) have natural data analyticinterpretations. Analysis and estimation for data on Xm often takes the form of computingthe projections of the data vector onto various orthogonal subspaces of L(Xm). If thesymmetry group Gm is taken into account in some fashion, then additionally the subspacedecomposition is required to be Gm-invariant. To cite but a few examples, this is the casein the spectral analysis approach (cf. [14], esp. Chapters 7 and 8 and [20]), ANOVA underthe assumption of symmetry-invariant covariance (cf. [21]) as well as ANOVA under theassumption of randomized treatment assignment with symmetry (cf. [1]).The orthogonal decomposition of L(Xm) under the assumption of Gm-invariance takesthe form of the isotypic decomposition with possible further decomposition into irreducibles.In [16] the problem of computing projections onto homogeneous spaces of the formL(G=H) for �nite groups G > H was studied. Standard character theory constructs theprojections by summing over the group - an unfeasible approach for all but the smallestgroups. In [16] it was shown that projections may be obtained much more e�ciently ifadapted bases are used.In particular, suppose that �1; : : : ; �k are all irreducible representations of G that occurin L(G=H) and �1 : : : ; �l are all those that occur in the restrictions �1 # H; : : : ; �k # H .Then if bases are chosen so that the set f�1; : : : ; �kg is essentially f�1; : : : ; �lg-adapted, theprojections can be computed much e�ciently.Theorem (cf. [16], Theorem 2.5) Let L(G=H) give a multiplicity-free representation of G.Then assuming that irreducibles which occur in L(G=H) are H-adapted, then the completeset of isotypic projections for f 2 L(G=H), can be computed using at most jG=H j2 additionsand jHnG=H j2 � jG=H j additional operations.To apply this result in the context of Xm, note �rst that Gm acts transitively on theleaves of Xm. If G0m denotes the stabilizer of a given leaf, then it is clear that if m0 =(m1; : : : ; mn) and m = (m0; m1; : : : ; mn), then the stabilizer subgroups have a recursivestructure given by G0(m0;m1;:::;mn) = G0m0 �= Sm0�1[Gm]�G0m:The �rst factor reects the arbitrary automorphisms of the subtree not containing thedistinguished leaf, while the second factor indicates that automorphisms of the subtreecontaining that leaf, must stabilize the leaf.Theorem 7 Let Rm denote the traversal of dGm for m = (m0; m1; : : : ; mn) formed usingConventions (1)-(3). Let S0m denote the traversal for G0m constructed according to Conven-tions (1)-(3). Let m0 = (m1; : : : ; mn). Then (Gm;Rm) is essentially (G0m;R(m0) 
 S0m0)-adapted.Proof: This is proved by induction on n. For n = 0 this is precisely the claim that Young'sorthogonal form for Sm0 is Sm0 � 1-adapted.19



Let n > 0. By Theorem 1, Rm is essentially Sm0�1[Gm0]�Gm0-adapted. By induction,Rm is essentially G0m0-adapted. Applying Corollary 1 completes the proof. �Theorem 8 Letm = (m0; : : : ; mn+1): The representation of Gm on L(Xm) is multiplicity-free.Proof: As above, let m0 = (m1; : : : ; mn). Then recall thatGm = Gm0[Sm0 ]:and the stabilizer of a leaf of the tree Xm, denoted G0m has the recursive structureG0m �= Gm0 [Sm0�1]�G0m0 :Thus, Xm �= Gm=(Gm0[Sm0�1]�G0m0):The proof that L(Xm) a�ords a multiplicty-free representation of Gm proceeds by in-duction on n. If n = 0, then this is simply the well known statement that the representationof Sm0 on Sm0=Sm0�1 is multiplicity-free (see e.g. [25]).Let n > 0. By Frobenious reciprocity, a representation of Gm occurs in L(Xm) if andonly if its restriction to G0m contains the trivial representation. For a given representation� of Gm, this will be denoted as � # G0m 3 1:In order to prove that the representation in L(Xm) is multiplicity-free it is enough toprove that the sum of the degrees of the irreducible representations which occur in L(Xm)is equal to dimC(L(Xm)) = m0m1 � � �mn.For each r an irreducible representation of Gm0 consider then the irreducible represen-tation of Gm0[Sm0�1]� Gm0 de�ned by�r = 1m0�1Gm0 
 r 
 1Sm0�1 :Then (cf. Section 2.2) �r " Gmis irreducible. Since (�r " Gm) # Gm0 [Sm0�1] � Gm0 contains �r, then �r " Gm #Gm0 [Sm0�1]�G0m0 3 1 if and only if r # G0m0 3 1.Consider then the set f�r " Gm j r # G0m0 3 1g:Notice that this set is multiplicity-free and contains only representations contained inL(Xm). Furthermore, if r # G0m0 3 1, then r occurs in the multiplicity-free (by induc-tion) representation of L(Xm0).Thus, to complete the proof of the Theorem, all that is left is to show that the sumof dimensions is equal to m0m1 � � �mn. If dr denotes the dimension of the irreduciblerepresentation r, then dim(�r " Gm) = m0dr:20



Consequently, Xr#G0m031dim(�r " Gm) = Pr#G0m031m0dr= m0Pr#G0m031 dr= m0(m1 � � �mn)where the last line follows by induction. �Using the work of [16], Theorem 7 implies the following result.Corollary 4 For f 2 L(Xm), the isotypic decomposition can be computed in O(X2m) op-erations.5.2 Further directionsPotential applications for the algorithms developed in this paper may also be found inmolecular spectroscopy as well as in signal processing. Detailed study of these possibilitiesis in progress. The general ideas are sketched below.5.2.1 Molecular spectroscopyHistorically, group theory and representation theory have helped to simplify the analysis ofmany physical systems (cf. [28]). The general idea is that symmetry-invariant propertiesare interesting and lead to physically intersting results. The symmetry of interest may benuclear (e.g. spin-symmetry) time-symmetry, or geometric symmetry, just to name a fewexamples.For molecular spectroscopy, the notion of symmetry is encapsulated in the requirementthat a group G of unitary matrices commute with a particular Hamiltonian H, the choiceof which depends on the assumed physical dynamics. In many cases of interest it is enoughto restrict attention to �nite groups and thus, the Hamiltonian becomes an interwiningoperator for a particular matrix representation of a �nite group G.Assume that H acts on a vector space V which supports a representation space for G.Representation theory can be used to determine the objects of interest, the eigenvalues andeigenvectors of H. On the one hand, any eigenspace of H will be a G-invariant subspaceof V . As a partial converse to this, understanding the representation of G on V can alsosimplify the computation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of H. For this, consider theisotypic decomposition of V with respect to G,V = V0 � V1 � � � � � Vn:As the distinct Vi have no representations in common, H must preserve the di�erentVi. Thus, in some basis, H becomes block diagonal and the eigenvectors must themselvesbe within isotypics. In particular, note that if a given Vi is itself irreducible, then Schur'sLemma implies that every element of Vi will be an eigenvector for H.In particular, direct products of wreath products of the formZ=mZ[Sn] and their iterateshave been identi�ed as the symmetry groups of \non-rigid" molecules [38] and their induced21



permutation action on the atoms in these molecules is shown to commute with the NMRHamiltonian [4]. In the most elementary setting, this permutation action is e�ectively theaction of Z=mZ[Sn] on the leaves of the spherically homogeneous tree Xm;n (cf. Figure 2).Analysis of this action is analogous to that of Section 5.1. Consequent block diagonalizationof any operator commuting with this action follows quickly, allowing then for possiblesimpli�cation of the determination of normal modes for the Hamiltonian. A more detailedanalysis of this sort of application is in progress.5.2.2 Group �ltersIt has been suggested that applications of generalized FFT research in signal processing maycome from the construction of \nonabelian group �lters". Intriguing recent work of Holmes[23], [24], Trachtenberg, Karpovsky [26] and others have proposed that certain DFT's fornonabelian (noncommutative) groups may be employed as potential approximants of theKarhunen-Loeve transform for particular classes of stochastic signals. To formulate theproblem, suppose a given problem of signal estimation involves N -dimensional data. Let Gdenote any group of order N , with a �xed ordering of group elements G = fs1; : : : ; sNg andtransversal of Ĝ, R = f�(1); : : : ; �(h)g, with �(i) of dimension di. Since Pi d2i = jGj, considerthe jGj � jGj matrix FG;R with entries given by the the matrix coe�cients �(i)jk (sl). Thematrix FG;R has columns indexed by group elements and rows by the multi-index i; j; k.Thus, the �rst d21 rows will contain the matrix coe�cients �(1)jk (sl), the second d22 the matrixcoe�cients �(2)jk (sl) and so on. It is straightforward to see that for any h 2 L2(G), theproduct FG;R �0B@ h(s1)...h(sN )1CA (26)computes DFTR(h), with consecutive blocks of d2i entries of the product (5) consisting ofthe entries in f̂(�(i)). The Fourier inversion formula (23) shows that FG;R is invertible.A group �lter (from G) is the application to a data vector f of an operator of the formF�1G;R �D � FG;R: (27)In (6), D is an N �N block diagonal matrix with ith diagonal block an arbitrary di � dimatrix. This ordering assumes that FG;R has the form described above. The �lter is saidto be nonabelian if G is nonabelian. The application of this sequence of operators has thefollowing interpretation: view the data or signal f as a function on G, then applicationof the group �lter (6) is equivalent to computing the convolution of f with the function hwhich has ĥ(�(i)) = Di, the ith diagonal block of D (cf. Section 4.3).If G is abelian then each �(i) is unique and one-dimensional. In this case the Fouriertransform is computed quickly and stably by the usual abelian FFT. However, if G isnonabelian then there are an in�nite number of choices forR. The choice is usually dictatedby computational considerations. However, as discussed in Sections 1 and 4, it is nowknown that for a given N , there may be many nonabelian groups whose DFT's enjoy thesame computational advantages as the abelian FFT. This opens the door for many newpotential avenues of investigation for matched �lters using nonabelian group transforms. In22
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